This paper investigates the problem reduction heuristic for the Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP). The MKP formulation is first strengthened by the Global Lifted Cover Inequalities (GLCI) using the cutting plane approach. The dynamic core problem heuristic is then applied to find good solutions. The GLCI is described in the general lifting framework and several variants are introduced. A two-level core problem heuristic is also proposed to tackle large instances. Computational experiments were carried out on classic benchmark problems to demonstrate the effectiveness of this new method. overview of practical and theoretical results can be found in the monograph on knapsack problems [2] . Excellent reviews on solution methods and practical applications can be found in [3] [4]. In spite of the tremendous progress made by commercial ILP solvers, the methods currently yielding the best results, at least for commonly used benchmark instances in [5] , are mainly from the specialised 15 algorithms [6][7][8][9][10]. The main drawback of these approaches is, however, the huge running time for the large instances in the OR-Library [11].
Introduction
The Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP) is an extension of the classic Knapsack Problem (KP) with more than one knapsack constraints. Given m knapsacks with capacities b i , i = 1, . . . , m, and n items which require resource consumption of a i,j units in the i-th knapsack (i = 1, . . . , m), and yield c j units of profit upon inclusion for item j, j = 1, . . . , n, the goal is to find a subset of items that yields maximum profit, denoted by z * , without exceeding the knapsack capacities. The MKP can be defined by the following Integer Linear Programming (ILP):
where c = [c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ] T is an n-dimensional vector of profits, x = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] T is an n-dimensional vector of 0-1 decision variables indicating whether an item is included or not, A = [a i,j ], i = 1, 2, . . . , m, j = 1, 2, . . . , n is an m × n coefficient matrix of resource requirements, and b = [b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b m ] T is an m-dimensional 5 vector of resource capacities. It is further assumed that all parameters are non-negative integers.
The MKP is a well-studied, strongly NP-hard combinatorial optimisation problem, and has found applications in many practical areas involving resource
allocation. An early review of the MKP was given by [1] , and a comprehensive
Problem Reduction Heuristic Strengthened by Valid Inequalities
In the core problem reduction heuristic, an efficiency measure e is employed to rearrange the items into the order (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n ), so that e(i k ) ≥ e(i k+1 )
The items with higher efficiency values are regarded to be more likely included into the knapsacks, and the items with lower efficiency values are regarded to be more likely excluded from the knapsacks. An interval [a e , b e ] is therefore determined so that x i k is fixed to 1 if i k ∈ F 1 e = {i k |0 < k < a e }, and x i k is fixed to 0 if i k ∈ The C e with the smallest cardinality that leads to the optimal solution to the original MKP by solving the reduced MKPC is called the core, and the reduced MKPC is called the core problem accordingly [14] .
The exact identification of the core problem requires solving the MKP to optimality. In practice only an approximate core is calculated to include hope-be written as
where λ ∈ R m + are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the relaxed knapsack constraints. LR(λ) provides an upper bound for the MKP problem, and can be further strengthened by solving the Lagrangian dual problem
which is a non-smooth convex optimisation problem, and can be solved by the subgradient algorithm [21] .
Letλ be the optimal multipliers to LD. The modified profit of each item in
where a i is the i-th column of A. The set of optimal solutions of LR(λ) is
Based on the observation that x i tends to be 1 in the optimal solution of MKP if the modified profit r i takes large positive values, while it tends to be 0 if it takes large negative values, the efficiency measure is chosen as
The approximate core is identified as follows. Let r max = max{|r i | : i = 1, . . . , n}. Given ∈ R + , the core interval is defined as
Therefore the set of variables fixed to 1 is
the set of core variables is
and the set of variables fixed to 0 is
One unique feature of this core identification approach is that the core size is not pre-determined and can dynamically adapt to the characteristics of each 75 instance. This Dynamically reduced Core Heuristic (DCH) has been comprehensively tested [15] on problems featuring varied coefficient correlation structures and constraint slackness levels. It was found that, by setting = 0.15, DCH compared well with other problem reduction heuristics in terms of solution quality and estimated core problem sizes, and showed robust effectiveness as problem 80 difficulty increased.
It is well-known [22] that the set of optimal multipliers of LD coincides with the set of optimal solutions of the dual of the LP relaxation of MKP
Accordingly, the efficiency measure (4) is just the reduced cost of each item, which can be efficiently calculated even for large problems using LP solvers.
Since the LP relaxation can be weak for hard problems, may have to be large that results in a large core. Intuitively, if the LP can be strengthened by 85 valid inequalities, the identification of the core may be more accurate. Here we will consider the ideal case that the polytope of MKP-LP, P = {x ∈ [0, 1] n :
Ax ≤ b}, is the complete description of the convex hull of the MKP polytope
Theorem 1. If P = P I , the core problem defined by DCH according to (6), (7) , (8) 90 solves the original MKP problem for any r max > 0.
Proof. Given the optimal multipliersλ, we can define, from the definition of
Then we have
which shows that Conv(S) is a face of [0, 1] n defined by (10) .
Let L be the face of P defined by the set of optimal LP solutions. Since P = P I , all the extreme points of L are binary vectors. It is known from [23] [24] that there existsx ∈ Conv(S) ∩ L. Therefore (10) also defines a proper face of 95 L, which has the set of extreme points O ⊂ S. This means that at least one of the optimal solutions to LR(λ) is the optimal solution of MKP. Since every member in S is a feasible solution to the core problem with r max > 0, the core problem solves the original MKP problem .
Based on the insight from Theorem 1, we designed the Cut strengthened Core problem Heuristic (CCH) as detailed in Algorithm 1. First, the cutting plane approach [19] is employed to strengthen the LP relaxation. By solving the MKP-LP at the k-th iteration, an optimal continuous solution x k is obtained.
Then an attempt is made to generate a cut (valid inequality) that separates x k from the convex hull of MKP polytope. If successful, the cut is added to MKP-105 LP and the process is repeated. The equivalence of optimisation and separation [25] implies that it is strongly NP-hard to derive a complete description of the 0-1 MKP polytope. In practice the cut generation is usually terminated when it enters the tailing-off phase. Hopefully, the strengthened LP can improve the accuracy of the core identification, which leads to good solutions of MKP. Identify the core problem for the strengthened MKP according to DCH using ; 8 solve the reduced problem MKPC and return the solution for MKP;
Variants of Global LCI
In this section we describe the separation algorithm for GLCI [18] , which has been shown to be effective for hard benchmark problems of MKP. Some variants 115 of GLCI are also introduced to generate stronger valid inequalities. Similar to LCI, GLCI applies lifting procedures on the cover inequalities to generate valid inequalities of the form
where C ⊆ N = {1, . . . , n} is a cover of a single knapsack constraint in the MKP, α j , j ∈ N \ C, is computed from the uplifting procedure, and β j , j ∈ D ⊂ C, 120 is computed from the downlifting procedure. C is a cover of the i-th knapsack
The details of the GLCI Separation Algorithm (GSA) are given in Algorithm 2. The items are sorted in the non-increasing order of their values in the current 125 MKP-LP solutionx in step 1. From step 2 to step 7 a minimal cover C is identified for the current row i along with the set of variables for downlifting D, and the sets of variables for uplifting, i.e., L 1 , L f and L 0 . These steps are similar to the LCI separation heuristic in [16] . In step 8 the variables in L 1 ∪ L f are uplifted sequentially according to the general uplifting procedure [19] . Let
In step 8, starting from the valid cover inequality for
the variables in L 1 ∪ L f are sequentially uplifted to obtain a valid inequality for
If the optimisation problem in equation (14) becomes infeasible when lifting x j , we simply set α j = |C \ D|.
The violation of the GLCI inequality (12) can be calculated as
Since downlifting variables in D and uplifting variables in L 0 do not contribute 135 in the violation, we can check if the GLCI inequality (12) will be a cut in step 9.
If a cut can be produced, the variables in D are downlifted in step 10 according to the general downlifting procedure [19] .
Starting from (16), the variables in D are sequentially downlifted resulting in a valid inequality for S(
Next, the variables in L 0 are uplifted according to Proposition 1 in step 11 to derive the GLCI in (12) .
Algorithm 2: General GLCI Separation Algorithm (GSA) Input: Given the current LP solutionx of the strengthened MKP Output: cuts for MKP separatingx sort the items in the order such thatxs k ≥xs k+1 , k = 1, . . . , n − 1;
non-increasing order ofxj;
if constraint violation v > 0 according to (17) (14) and (18) to significantly reduce the computation time 145 for lifting. We denote the GSA with this approximation scheme by GSA-LP.
Since our CCH can accommodate more computational burden for cut generation compared with the branch and bound approach, we can employ tighter approximation for the calculation of ζ. Based on the observation from (17) that only lifting on L 1 ∪ L f may increase the violation of the GLCI cut, we 150 can calculate the uplifting coefficients in step 8 of Algorithm 2 exactly, while approximating the other lifting coefficients with LP values. The GSA with this approximation scheme is denoted by GSA-IP.
Inspired by the extended cover inequality [26] , we also consider the variant of GLCI that the lifted coefficients can be either 1 or 0.
Similar to GSA-IP, we can approximate the uplifting coefficients in step 8
of Algorithm 2 by solving the feasibility problem (20) , while approximating the other lifting coefficients with LP values. The GSA with this approximation 160 scheme is denoted by GSA-UP1.
If the lifting on j ∈ L 1 ∪ L f fails, i.e., α j = 0, we can record the reason of failure as the vector of excess capacities u ∈ Z m which is
where x * is the optimal solution to (14) in GSA-IP, or any feasible solution of (20) in GSA-UP1. 
When lifting v ∈ L 1 ∪L f , we check a v against all the stored reasons of failure for the current row of MKP.
Two-level Core Problem Heuristic
For large MKP problems the GLCI cuts are very weak in terms of closing the integrality gaps as can be seen in Section 5. The identified core problem is 170 also too big to be solved efficiently by an ILP solver. Therefore we propose a Two-level Core problem Heuristic (TCH) to tackle these problems. At the first level the core problem is identified by DCH without adding any cuts, and is denoted by MKPC-1. We then apply CCH on MKPC-1 at the second level to generate a good feasible solution of MKP. The size of the core problem at level two is further reduced at the risk of more non-optimal decisions. Hopefully the added cuts can help to improve the accuracy of the twicely reduced core. The details of TCH is given in Algorithm 3. All the algorithms were implemented in C++ and run on a cluster of 2.3GHz AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 6376. The reduced core problems are solved by the IBM ILOG CPLEX Callable Library version 12.5 with a time limit of 500 seconds. The maximum number of threads for CPLEX is limited to 8. 
GLCI and its variants
We compare the performance of GSA-LP, GSA-IP and GSA-UP1 in the cutting plane stage of CCH. The total number of cuts is limited to 100. The results for the Chu and Beasley test set are reported in Table 1 for test cases with 100 items, in Table 2 for test cases with 250 items, and in Table 3 for test the GSA-LP implemented in this paper, the GSA-IP and GSA-UP1; N c is the number of cuts generated in total; T v is the total time to generate the cuts in seconds, but is replaced with "-" if the time is smaller than 0.1 second.
In Table 1 GSA-UP1 performs similarly to GSA-IP for m = 5, 10, but has noticeable improvements for m = 30. For example, for the class 30.25 of 100 items, the 220 closed integrality gap is improved from 6.49% of GSA-IP to 10.49% of GSA-UP1, which is much higher than the 2.74% of GSA-LP.
GSA-LP is the fastest and scales well to the largest instances. Surprisingly the GSA-IP and GSA-UP1 are also computationally efficient when m = 5, 10.
However the computation times increase tremendously when m = 30.
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GSA-IP and GSA-UP1 generate more cuts than GSA-LP when m increases, and the differences become significant when m = 30. GSA-UP1 generates more cuts than GSA-IP when m = 30, and this partially explains why GSA-UP1 performs the strongest for m = 30. GSA-LP GSA-IP GSA-UP1 GSA-LP GSA-IP GSA-UP1 GSA-LP GSA-IP GSA-UP1 GSA-LP GSA-IP GSA-UP1 DCH with different , and also compare with the widely cited Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach in [11] . The results are presented in Table 5 . According to (5) , the set of core items for = 0.1 is a subset of the core items for = 0.15. Therefore the solution values for = 0.15 should be always larger than those for = 0.1. However DCH achieved better solution values on 265 most cases when n = 500 and m ≥ 10. The reason is that the core problems for = 0.15 are so big that CPLEX can only find inferior solutions within the 500s time limit.
Effects of GLCIs on the core reduction heuristic
Here we report the results of CCHs with different separation routines, i.e.,
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the GSA-LP, GSA-IP and GSA-UP1 in Table 6 for the Chu and Beasley test set. The is set to 0.1 in CCH so that we can compare the effects of GLCIs with the results of DCH in Table 5 . The results for n = 500 are not reported since the added cuts are not helpful in most cases.
For the cases with n = 100 and m = 5, adding GLCI cuts significantly 275 reduced the average absolute difference ∆ a for DCH with = 0.1. The solution quality is even better than DCH with = 0.15 for α ≥ 0.5, although the average core size is smaller.
For the cases with n = 100 and m = 10, CCH with GSA-IP and GSA-UP1 significantly improve on the average absolute difference ∆ a for DCH with 280 = 0.1. CCH with GSA-UP1 found optimal solutions for all the cases in α = 0.25 which is much better than DCH with = 0.15.
For the cases with n = 100 and m = 30, CCH with GSA-UP1 solved 29
cases to optimality out of the 30 test cases. Even CCH with GSA-LP found 4 more optimal solutions than DCH with = 0.15, although the core sizes are 285 similar.
CCH with GSA-LP performs the best for most of the classes with n = 250.
It improved on the solution quality on all the test cases compared with DCH with = 0.1, and found all the optimal solutions for m = 10. CCH with GSA-IP and GSA-UP1 have similar performance as CCH with GSA-LP on cases with 290 m = 5, 10. This may be because the cuts from the different separating routines have similar strength, which leads to similar core sizes. The core sizes from CCH with GSA-IP and GSA-UP1 are much larger on the cases with m = 30.
The inferior solution quality to CCH with GSA-LP may be due to the difficulty faced by the CPLEX solver for larger MKPC. GSA-LP GSA-IP GSA-UP1 The results for the Cho test set are shown in Table 7 . The average CPU time to solve the core problems of all the classes is no more than one second. The relative error in Table 7 is ∆ r = 100(z * − z f )/z * % as in [15] . As expected, DCH with = 0.15 outperforms DCH with = 0.1 and solves 19 more instances to optimality. However, by adding GLCI cuts, even CCH with GSA-LP obtained 300 average relative errors comparable with DCH with = 0.15. CCH with GSA-IP can solve 3 more instances to optimality. The CCHs achieved the performance improvement with significantly smaller core sizes on all the large instances with n = 250 than DCH with = 0.15. The effects of GLCIs diminish in CCH as the problem size increases, and the core problem itself becomes big and time-consuming to solve. In the following tests on TCH, we use = 0.2 for the first level, and use = 0.15 for the second level on the Chu and Beasley test set. In the second level, we compare the performance of DCH with CCHs and report the results in Table 8 . All with GSA-IP and GSA-UP1 normally take more time than TCH with GSA-LP due to larger core sizes.
The solution quality from TCH deteriorates on most cases compared with the results of DCH in Table 5 . However TCH is much faster, in many cases more than 10 times faster, than DCH. TCH even achieved better results on the 
Conclusion
In this paper we investigated how the GLCI cuts can improve on the core problem heuristic for the multidimensional knapsack problem. The GLCIs are presented in the general lifting framework and several variants are proposed. A two-level core problem heuristic is also proposed to tackle very large instances of MKP. Experiments on the classic benchmark problems show that adding GLCI cuts can significantly improve the performance and robustness of the core problem heuristic.
